CPS Poster Guide

Size, Format, Font and Style

- Posters should be prepared in portrait orientation on A1 sized template
- Posters should include the title as submitted in your abstract
- Each poster should be readable from a distance of 1.5 – 2 meters
- Recommended line spacing is between 1.25 and 1.5

Printing and mounting

- Presenters are responsible for printing the poster and securing to the appropriate board
- The poster hall will be open for presenters from 14:00 hrs on Sunday 16th July 2023
- Further information regarding the poster hall, your board allocation and timings will be shared 1 month ahead of congress
- Adhesive materials will be available within the poster hall

Should presenters lose or damage their posters in transit, we recommend approaching the below print company who may be able to assist.

Note: print turn around can take up to 2 working days – ensure that orders are placed at the earliest opportunity.

TPH Printing
T: 613-232-0436
E: tph035@tph.ca
A: 340 Albert Street, Suite # 130
   Constitution Square
   Ottawa, Ontario
   K1R 7Y6